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COMPILATION: effect size & physics content knowledge 
 
August 6, 2018 
From: Andy Smith (a modeler in Colorado) 
 
Our school began working with a team last year to implement strategies 
identified by Visible Learning - John Hattie's work with meta-analyses in 
education - as effective.  Class size is ranked as the 113th most-effective 
factor in increasing student achievement.  Our trainer told a story about a 
school in southeast Asia that had so many students in a classroom, teachers 
would use a bullhorn to lecture.  When the school decided to reduce class 
sizes, they didn't see any gain in test scores.  It turns out, the teachers 
were still lecturing with bullhorns to them.  Moral of the story (as many 
others have said): class size isn't the main factor - what happens in the 
classroom is more important. 
 
Strategies that are in the top 10 for effect size (as of 2012 - see the current list here: 
https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/ 
include self-reported grades/student expectations, classroom discussion, 
teacher clarity, and feedback.  Teacher-student relationships is #12. 
These are much easier to implement with smaller class sizes. 
 ----------------------------------- 
 
August 6, 2018 
From: Tim Burgess (a long-time Modeling Workshop leader in physics) 
 
I went to the provided link and wondered: 
    Does the teacher knowledge of the subject matter to student learning? 
                  Ranked 213th in effect size. 
    What are the top 10 effect sizes related to? 
                 5 are related to instructional strategies or teacher. 
                 2 are related to the student (prior knowledge/self-reporting grades). 
                 1 to the curriculum (focus on "conceptual change"). 
                 1 is leadership (school hires "effective teachers"). 
    I do agree that large class size dictates less interactive approaches but 
small class sizes do not indicate more interactive approaches.  Therefore 
the class size effect as studied does not detect the interaction between 
class size and strategy. 
   Research (long ago) by Sadler would appear to support the idea that 
teachers with experience and knowledge in Physics were more effective. 
This table suggests that experienced physics teachers are more likely to 
adapt interactive approaches and that is what makes them "effective". 
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   One thing that is obvious:  Teaching strategies and discourse management 
that focus on student interaction and understanding appear to have larger 
impact.  That is precisely what modeling instruction is designed to 
elicit.  Effective teachers are aware of this, and leadership that hires 
modeling type teachers seem to be aware of this too (that is #1 on the list). 
    I have not read the book.  Just glanced at the table of data. 
 ------------------------------- 
August 7, 2018 
From: Paul Camp (a physics education researcher and long-time college faculty) 
 
See, this is exactly what bugs me about these sorts of analyses and indicates why they are 
dangerous. 
 
Having actual knowledge in the classroom is not that important? I've seen instruction where the 
teacher was using cognitive science based strategies but whose understanding of physics was 
comparable to that of her students. Gains were minimal. I observed her reinforcing 
phenomenological reasoning strategies rather than moving her students beyond them. 
 
If actual knowledge is not in the classroom, there is nothing available to learn and no amount of 
strategizing will put it there. 
 
These sorts of attempts to disaggregate factors and treat them as basically independent is wrong 
headed and encourages administrators to think things like "We need this physical science course 
covered; let's assign the reading instructor." Yes, I've see that too. Because, you know, research 
shows that actual knowledge doesn't matter. 
 
Actual knowledge BY ITSELF doesn't matter much, as centuries of lecture-based physics has 
amply demonstrated. Instructional strategies LOOK like they matter more, but I'm going to go 
out on a limb and guess that if the data were not disaggregated, it would show those strategies 
largely wrapped around actual knowledge. If we could pull out some crosstabs of the data, I'm 
going to also guess that teachers who fit the profile of the one I observed for a year -- no actual 
knowledge but lots of strategies -- are not successful. 
 
Instead of treating everything as atomic and interchangeable, independent, discrete elements that 
you can choose from a list, it would be a lot more illuminating to see multidimensional profiles of 
successful teachers. My final guess is that #213 on the list would be present in all of them. 
 --------------------------------------- 
August 7, 2018 
From: Matt Greenwolfe, a long-time Modeling Workshop leader and a PhD in physics. 
 
Apropos the discussion of content and method from a recent post:  " I would agree with Paul's 
assessment of the interrelatedness of teaching strategies and student learning. Something to think 
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about: If the instructor does not have a high level of understanding of the material, how can they 
lead the students through the modeling process? This has bothered me for over 25 years. It 
amazes me that universities turn out teachers with only a bag full of strategies and minimal 
content. 
 
I think one of the greatest things that the modeling workshops do is teach methods and content 
together. And the content is the content of an entire course and not just one unit or a few 
interesting labs or activities.  This gives the beginning teacher a fighting chance of success because 
they can teach content with an effective method right from the start.  They are far more likely to 
be successful and stick with it. 
 
By contrast, in our schools of education, content and method are taught separately, and the 
content is most often taught with ineffective methods that contradict what they are learning in 
their education classes.  Then as a beginning teacher excited about the methods they've learned, 
they face the big chore of marrying the methods and the content themselves.  Many give up and 
fall back on lecturing because it’s too much.  
 
During our workshops, the teachers learn the content or improve their understanding (even 
someone who already has a PhD, as I can personally attest) because of the effectiveness of the 
teaching methods.  
 
The only other program I know of that marries content and pedagogy in this way is the training 
of Montessori teachers at the lower elementary and pre-school levels. 
 
 Why do we separate content and methodology in our teacher training?  I think the solution is 
more than just requiring teachers to take more courses in their content area. 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
August 7, 2018 
From: Tim Burgess 
 
Dr. Camp points out: 
(1) "actual knowledge in the classroom is not that important?"  (ranked 213) 
(2) "These sorts of attempts to disaggregate factors and treat them as basically independent is 
wrong headed...."  (ludicrous examples provided) 
 
Glad you detected the same concerns I have.  I totally agree. 
 
Content mastery may appear to have a small effect for the same reason class size appears to have 
a small effect size.  Content mastery combined with guided discourse yields the most desired 
results.  Content mastery based on reading is not the same as the content mastery learned by 
properly reasoning conclusions from available evidence.  This is similar to genuine 
discourse occurs best in smaller classes but small classes do not mean there is genuine discourse. 
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I also wish to equip the teachers who have to face the supervision guided by such thinking.  
Genuine reasoning needs the type of discourse management that modeling allows teachers to 
experience AND deliberately practice.  In addition modeling workshops always practice the 
discourse in the context of mastering the content.  Truly teaching students about physics, chemistry 
or biology requires both content mastery and properly managed discourse. The modeling 
workshops are worth the investment for this reason. 
 
Many of the teachers I have served over the years will say something like "I wished my teacher 
training could have been like this workshop".  Instead the standard teacher training is focused on 
studies like the one pointed out.  So my advice is to tell administrators how modeling workshop 
experiences do exactly what this study says and how modeling does the training in the context of 
content mastery. 
 
In any case I would be careful how I speak to my supervisor.  I have been in the position of 
having 35+ years in the classroom, a PhD, many hours of graduate content coursework and then 
having a supervising vice principal observe my class.  This supervisor typically had little or no 
science training, less than 4 years of teaching experience, might by 20 years younger and was 
making evaluative judgments about my class based on an observation done twice a year (why not 
focus on summarizing performance measures instead?)   I learned that the best thing to do was for 
me to listen carefully and find a way to get better "observation scores" without sacrificing 
genuine discourse or a context that required content knowledge.  In addition I found getting along 
with my supervisor to be helpful.  I know we agree on that too. 
 
I have, over the years, always loved reading your posts.  This one was especially fun to read 
because I am retired now and not having to deal with it in real life. 
 ----------------------------------------- 
August 7, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson, Co-Director, Modeling Instruction Pgrm, Physics, Arizona State University 
 
The effect size for Modeling Instruction is LARGE!  Eric Brewe (now at Drexel University) 
calculated it  as 0.91, for about 1600 students of 26 teachers who took two 4-week Modeling 
Workshops in 1997 and 1998. 
 
This was our NSF grant for physics teachers nationwide who committed to leadership. Modeling 
Workshop leaders (at ASU, UWRF, and Univ of Akron) were Larry Dukerich, Jeff Hengesbach, 
Rex Rice, David Braunschweig, Lou Turner, and Jim Stankevitz. Outstanding leaders! 
 
The 26 teachers' course was REGULAR physics for 22 teachers, honors physics for two 
teachers, 9th grade physical science for one teacher, and principles of technology for one teacher. 
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The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) was the instrument. We compared student post-test scores 
BEFORE the teacher's first Modeling Workshop, with scores in spring 1999, after their 2nd 
Workshop.  Mean FCI scores increased from 42% (in 1997) to 53% (in 1999). 
 
18 teachers did not have a degree in physics or physics education. Content areas of degrees were: 
four chemistry, four physical/general science, three life science, two math, two engineering, and 
one each of elementary education, dietetics, and meteorology. 
 
25 teachers taught at public schools. 
 
This study meets the standard for moderate evidence established by the What Works 
Clearinghouse (WWC 2008) of the U.S. Department of Education. You can download a 3-page 
document on this study at the ASU modeling legacy website: modeling.asu.edu 
 
Although only 8 of the 26 teachers had a degree in physics or physics education, all 26 teachers 
were committed to being effective physics teachers. I saw that commitment lead to persistence at 
learning the physics content, in underprepared teachers. 
 ---------------------------------------------------- 
 


